Animal Intelligence Exhibit Opens in Ann Arbor
September 17 – October 26

Gallery Project presents Animal Intelligence, a visual and sonic exploration which brings together artists and internationally known field researchers who study the mindful behavior of non-human mammals and other species. The stars of the show include wild chimpanzees, baboons, spotted hyenas, pink river dolphins, gray wolves, red foxes, leaf cutter ants, bald eagles, crows, emperor penguins, octopi, and other creatures.

The exhibition opens Wednesday, September 17, and runs through Sunday, October 26, 2008. The Opening Reception is Friday, September 19, from 6-9.

Exhibitors include Vincent Musi who photographed National Geographic’s recent cover story, Inside Animal Minds. Field researchers include University of Michigan’s John Mitani (chimpanzee cooperative hunting), Jacinta Beehner (baboon communication), Elizabeth Tibbetts (wasp facial recognition), Michigan State University’s Kay Holekamp (spotted hyena cooperative behavior) and Michigan Tech’s John Vucetich (gray world and moose predator prey relationships). Other artists include Joseph Atkinson, Rocco DePietro, Diane Farris, Britta Jaschinski, Eirik Johnson, Lois Lovejoy, Rick Pas, Jeff Podos, Kristine Rumman, Amy Sacksteder, Lori Taylor, Joe Trumpey, and Richard Yandura. Animal Intelligence is curated by Gloria Pritschet and Rocco DePietro.

The Gallery Project is located at 215 South Fourth Avenue, Ann Arbor, MI 48104, 734-997-7012
www.thegalleryproject.com